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Painting in ancient India was integrated with the social life of man. It was not only a mark of man's personal achievement but it also revealed his cultivated taste. Bharata's *Nātyaśāstra* enjoins the importance of wall paintings in the auditoria:

\[ \text{Samaṁsu jataśobhāsu citrakarma prayojayet // 90 //} \]

Varied informations on wall paintings are found in the *Purāṇas*. The *Chitra-sūtra* of the Viṣṇudharmottara *Purāṇa* offers an encyclopaedic knowledge on painting including the wall painting. The other texts are: The *Chitralakṣaṇa* by Nagnajīt, Bhoja's *Samarāṅgaṇa-sūtradhāra*, Someśvara's *Mānasollāsa*, Vātsyāyan's *Kāma-sūtra* and Yaśodhara's *Jayamaṅgalā*, commentary on it also make equally good references.

This tradition of mural painting remained as forceful as in Amber and Jaipur too – the capital city of *Kachawāhās*. Here the mode of embellishing wall remained in vogue for more than three hundred years, i.e., from late 16th century to the present century.

The paper dealt here is on the wall paintings as depicted in the *Paṭodi Jaina Temple*, Jaipur. It is apparent from the earliest murals found in Amber and Bairath that wall paintings had begun to received royal patronage from the time of Raja Man Singh (1590-1614 A. D.), when he came in contact with the great Mughal Emperor Akbar – the embellishing of walls with paintings had become a necessity and also a fashion.

For a number of centuries Amber¹ and Sāṅgāner² were the Jaina literary centres of the Dhundhar region and Amber remained one of the earliest centres of *Bhaṭṭārakas* too³.

After the establishment of the Jaipur city in 1727 A. D., the shifting of Jaina scholars, poets, artists and businessman took place who after migration constructed their own temples⁴, places of importance and established *Grantha Bhaṅḍāras⁵.*
Wall Paintings as Depicted in the Paṭodī Jaina Temple

The Digambara Jaina temple (*Paṭodī*) situated in Maniharoka Rasta, Modi Khana, Jaipur, is said to be an example of later Jaina temples in northern India and there is a marked influence of later Mughal structural order and is characterized by artistic degeneration'. The builder of this temple was Jodh Raj Paṭodi and the idol of God Ādinātha installed in it. With the shifting of capital, the *Gaddī* of Bhaṭṭārakas was also shifted to Jaipur in *Saṁvat* 1815 and temple of *Paṭodiyan* became the centre of their activities.

During the time of Sawai Madho Singh I and Sawai Pratap Singh the Jainas were holding the highest posts of administration in the state, including that of Dewans.

It has always been the fascination of the royalty of Jaipur to get their palaces, courtyards, chattries, temples painted. The subject matter in these pertain to the pictorial records of their customs, beliefs, mythology and history. We still find numerous such places as examples. *Paṭodī* temple is one of them which has painted dome with the subjects relating to the Jaina themes.

The Painted Themes

As one climbs the stairs to reach the temple complex we come across a open courtyard, towards whose centre the salatia Jaina symbols (*Aṣṭamāṅgalika*) are found carved in a brass door. The mid ceiling of the dome has lotus petals, the small petals in between and bigger petals spreading out from it in green and red colour scheme, the extensive floral design in it leaves no place unutilized. Down below in an arch format are 16 panels of the places where *Tīrthaṅkaras* attained liberation. In between these, there are 16 more marble figures of *Gandharva*‘s hanging out and eight *Vidyādhars* painted in between the above two subjects in a circumference with *camvara* or *morchal* in one hand and lotus in the other. Identical dress of *Dhoti, Dupaṭṭā, Mukuta, Bhuja-Bandh-Mālās* and *Kaṇṭhī* are worn. Further below is painted the scenes of 16 dreams of *Tīrthaṅkara-mātā* and *Paṅcakalyāṇaka* that is *The Garbhāvataraṇa* (descending of Gods head in the embryo), *Janmābhīṣeka* (Birth rights), *Dīkṣāgrahaṇām* (Initiation) : Kevala Jñāna, Enlightenment : *Mokṣa, The Siddhasakra* and *Neminātha’s marriage procession scene*, is among the beautiful ones painted with the precision of miniature work. Just over the pillars eight long narrow panels and in between another 8 squarish shaped panels where Jaina beliefs and scenes of common people worshipping the Jaina Gods, going to *Tirthas* and celebrating the sacred occasion are depicted. In few of them the details of the scene depicted has been
inscribed with red colour on pink coloured wall. The wall facing the idol and behind the door are two identical panels of male figures which seem to be the 'Dvārapālas' holding stick with both hands, wearing Jāmā, Paṭakā, Headgear and all ornaments. On top of it are two small panels of Indra's holding stick and plate with a pot. On both sides are two identical bigger panels showing Indra with 4 females dancing on both the hands.

Below it there are 2 subjects relating to Jaina preachings — that is the 'Cosmic tree'. Here symbolically a Banyan tree is shown with a man clinging on its hanging roots. These roots are being constantly cut by white and black coloured rats symbolising the day and night. Over the hanging man there is bee-hives from which honey drops are falling and the man is busy in tasting the nectar of human existence, he is ignoring the inspiration to ride a near by religious vehicle. He is oblivious of the fact that once the hanging roots are cut he will fall in the dark regions of hell which are symbolized by serpents below.

On the right side front wall, in an arch is painted the symbolic Jāmuna tree representing 6 different characteristics (svabhāvas) of human beings. The black natured man is shown cutting the tree by its root itself. Blue natured man is cutting a whole branch and white natured man is cutting the bigger stems of the tree. These are considered inauspicious svabhāvas. Out of auspicious svabhāva the yellow natured man is busy in plucking the bunch of Jāmuna fruit. Whereas pink omened man is plucking a single fruit and the most well omened man is satisfied in collecting the fallen Jāmuna fruit from the ground. This is a very good depiction of people in the society out of whom some are good omened and some are bad omened. The pillars and ceiling of the temple complex has floral patterns painted in the centre and on four sides with gaudi colours, the pillars have the common lotus design painted.

**Technique of the Wall Paintings**

The workmanship done in the Paṭodī temple is on Araish. It is not true fresco but may be called secco that is tempura painting done on a dry fresco ground. (The media in which plaster is prepared with marble powder and lime and allowed to be dried and painted there on). The pigments in this process do not enter the ground but stay on the dry surface — so quite a number of colour can be applied. We find numerous shades of colours used in painting the temple, the main ones are the natural pigments — Kājala (lamp black) for Black, Niḷa (indigo) for Blue, Gerū (red stone powder) for red, Kesara (saffron) for orange, Harbhata (terre-
verte) for green, Safedā or cūnā (lime) for white, hirmich for brown and Pevrī (yellow clay) for yellow. Further more light and dark shades were also used by mixing white and black to the natural pigments.

Though this temple (Patodi) has Jain subjects painted but the style adopted in depicting the figures, material culture, architecture and landscape is the same as found adopted in the walls of the other havelis and temples of Jaipur.\textsuperscript{14}
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The only difference is that here Jain themes have been depicted so as to reinforce the religious aspect of the influential Jain community. This temple was built at an early date but the paintings depicted seems to have been painted at a later date as one of the panels here depict an Englishman seated on a stool with attendants holding fan and artificial flower, the figures are attired in coat, trousers and hats (Plate 1). This enables us to date the paintings to early 19th century during the advent of British and Jaipur signing a treaty with them in 1818 A. D.

Today the tradition of painting on Araisāh wall has almost come to an halt, very few artists are continuing this technique, Padmashri Kripal Singh Shekhawat of Jaipur had painted a mural on the Jaipur Railway Station in the typical Jaipuri style – \textit{Ala-Gila}\textsuperscript{15} process, in Banasthali Vidyapeeth too, this tradition is followed and training is imparted to students every year by Shri Devaki Nandana Sharma. Some murals in Jaipuri and Italian process are also found painted in the campus of University Maharani’s College, Jaipur.
One finds that the old temple paintings are being repainted in oil colours under the patronage of rich Jain community. The painters belong to Bhojaka family who are active throughout India.
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